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Abstract

The French discourse model of human communication is largely an engagement of the
problematic concept of enlightenment as a product of the ability to reason by thinking.
The engagement as speaking and writing becomes thematic, when one considers that,
the product called “reason” also should explicate the process wherein the conscious
experience of being is essentially “reasonable” in doing as listening and reading. The
engaged analysis of reason differentiates among parole, discours, langue, and langage as a
synthesis of logic mediating rhetoric and grammar as models of expression and perception.
The method is known as the trivium in the Medieval universities of Europe, subsequently
adopted as a pedagogy throughout Europe, and last, adopted by C. S. Peirce as a
foundational semiotic methodology for science (methodeutic). The influence of the human
science adaptations emerges in France with the philosophic cross-over and intertwined
(chiasm) positions of Existentialism, Phenomenology, Structuralism, and Semiology.
Doing the reasonable requires metaphor and metonymy, simile and synecdoche in the
service of expression, yet, it also demands the perception of their respective counterparts
in allegory, analogy, allegoresis, and aphorism. The human journey from thinking to
speaking to doing and the return (renvoi) is one of ingenuity made eloquent in the face of
crisis. It was so for the Ionian enlightenment, it was so for the European enlightenment,
and it is so for us.
Keywords: c hiasm, communication theory, discourse, human science, Jakobson,
Peirce, trivium

1. Existentialism: The Search for Voice
Modernity, especially in the guise of the European Enlightenment, grounds itself in the
concept of literacy—the derived ability for language writing and reading (lexis). Yet,
the pre-modern foundation remains the Ionian Enlightenment (6th C. BCE) with the
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more basic concept of communicability—the discourse capacity for oral thinking and
acting that arrives as speaking and listening (lógos). Such ability—capacity (ingenuity)
finds human embodiment in language as voiced—the bounded double horizon to/from
oneself (intelligibility) and to/from others (relevance) (Ruthrof, 2021, pp. 126-127,
189). As such, communicability founds speaking as Subjectivity mediating, in C. S.
Peirce’s normative sense of abduction, the intra-Subjectivity of thinking (conscience)
and the inter-Subjectivity of acting (comportment) (Schopenhauer, 1840, p. 107;
Pietarinen, 2006; Larson, 2021, pp. 102-103, 112, 157ff., 274).
French intellectual thought grounds itself in this Greek conception of voice [(laliá)
λαλιά]. The concept locates itself in the French naming term Parole that refers to human
embodied speaking. Indeed, one finds the word engraved in stone on the main archway
of the Sorbonne in Paris, a gateway to thinking and acting. My previous work specifies
this domain of speaking as perception via Merleau-Ponty’s work and expression in
the writings of Foucault (Lanigan, 1972, 1988, 1992). Now, I should like to explore
the institutional instantiation of parole as it founds the evolved methodologies of
French philosophy (trivium majorum as speaking) and the human sciences (trivium
minorum as writing).1 For consistency with that tradition, my explication follows
Vincent Descombes (1979) identified doctrines of ontological methodology:
Phenomenology, Existentialism, Structuralism, Semiotics, plus my update addition
of Post-Structuralism, and, Semiotic Phenomenology. It is critical to note that each
doctrine is only a starting point in the cycle of process relation analysis. They are not
separate and distinct movements or moments of category relation analysis. Rather,
each doctrine is an invariance under translation and transformation (chiasm) for the
praxis trivium (aitia) cycles of: Allegory—Analogy—Allegoresis—Aphorism. The
Greek voice (allegory) that moves from thinking (analogy) to speaking (allegoresis) to
writing (aphorism).2 I provide a summary diagram in Figure 16.
Let us begin by first recalling that European thought has always been grounded
philologically in the Greek and Roman text as discovered. It was so for the Scholastics
at university in Paris, it was so during the several révolutions in the streets of Paris,
it is so today in the lecture halls of the Collège de France. As context during the
1930s in Germany, the philosophical debates among Edmund Husserl, Ernst Cassirer,
Martin Heidegger, Karl Bühler, and Karl Jaspers where also heavily ladened with the
same Greek philology and Scholasticism as a hermeneutic approach, especially at
Heidelberg University (Eilenberger, 2018). Here unfortunately, one must recall that in
1921, Paul Joseph Goebbels was awarded the Ph.D. in Philology at Heidelberg. I shall
summarize the resulting Franco-German model of Greek voice. The model founds the
problematic of discourse that becomes thematic for the semiotic phenomenological
approach in communicology, called tropic logic in rhetoric (the “semiotic square”)
derived from Aristotle (the “logic square”). In communication theory, this quadratic
structure is called the Perspectives Model (the “window square”) (Lanigan, 2015).
In philosophy, the triadic / quardratic is modeled as the Trivium / Quadrivium in
the Scholastic paradigm adopted by C. S. Peirce for his semiotics (Peirce, 1903,
p. 128, CP 1.372; Haase, 2010). In short, Peirce proceeded to adopt the medieval
trivium / quadrivium as his general methodology of rhetoric applied as semiotic
to the whole of science; he called the approach methodeutic (Kevelson, 1984;
Liszka, 2000; Colapietro, 2007). Here, we must note Peirce’s strong affection for
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Edmund Husserl’s (1929a, b, 1948, 1954, 1973) logic and its Scholastic foundations,
especially the method of explication (describe, define, interpret).
1.1 The Greek voice
The terms understanding (dianoia) and explanation (aitia) from Ancient Greek
grammar generally mean “discursive reasoning” (lógismós), but in the sense of a
discrete series of judgments that are a “fitting response” (kairos) to a situation taken
to be a rule (aitia) for relating questions [problematics] to answers [thematics]. In
modern philosophy, this analogy combination is called “double judgment” (Figure
15), meaning a comparison of “expression” and “perception”. In semiotics, it is the
code cycle combination of encode and decode, a precise example of invariance under
transformation, i.e., hypercode. Or in Merleau-Ponty’s expression, “intertwining” as
“unity in difference” [chiasm, entrelace; Greek chṓra; Peirce’s (1.153) quateridentity
as “double consciousness”, see Figure 13].
In French linguistics, the analogue rule became “double articulation”,
then differentiated as the signifying (Sr) and the signified (Sd), following
from Husserl’s “double polarization” (1929a, p. 28) of “self /other” and “same /
different”. During the 1960s Julia Kristeva and Tzvetan Todorov introduced the now
dominant definition of the Russian Mikhail Bakhtin: dialogue is “double voicing”
(Wertsch, 1991) exemplified in the rhetoric of aphorism (Benjamin, 1928). Thus
with Merleau-Ponty (1960, pp. 84-97), the problematic of doubling voices became
quadratic and chiasmatic [langagement; entrelace] in perception [uttered/énoncé] as
“speech-speaking” (parole parlante) and expression [heard/énonciation] as speech
spoken (parole parlée). Note that Michel Foucault’s phenomenological work is a
reversible, reflexive, and reflective view of Merleau-Ponty’s model. For Foucault, the
thematic of doubling voices moves in reverse order form expression, i.e., objective
statement (énonciation) as opinion giving (monarchic parrhesia) back to perception
as the founding subjective utterance (énoncé) of truth telling (democratic parrhesia),
hence an archaeology, then genealogy, of voice. Most familiar is the Greimas model
of communication in which the core phenomenon is énonciation as the three levels
of subjective voicing [intra-subjectivity, subjectivity, inter-subjectivity] found
[Fundierung] the object voice (Lanigan, 2019, p. 356, n. 11; Fernyhough, 2016;
Husserl, 1929a, b, 1948, 1954).
Voice is about the metaphysics of presence and absence, the naming of being and
non-being. The Greek chṓra, embodied experience of understanding voice, begins
(1) with the embodied perception of sound, an attending to the combined pattern of
quality, loudness, timbre, and duration heard. It is an experience, a being conscious of
(2) the hearing [non-being] of nonlinguistic sound (phonē) as in nature [the howling
wind] or in music [the echo of a bell], (3) the inflection arrangement [(diathesis)
disposition, dispositive] of sound as linguistic for humans (laliá [ λαλιά ] = being of
non-being), (4) the interpretation of the speaker’s tone of voice (gērys), which then
(5) becomes a person’s (prosopon; persona) characteristic (héxis) positive affect
(páthos) or negative affect (báthos), that (6) is now the intentional comportment
voice heard (ḗthos) by others as “tonality” (Jakobson’s term; Peirce’s term is tinge in
tone). Upon hearing it, humans hold that voice in silence (sigaó) as a name (ónoma),
(7) thus judged in speech (dóxa) as (8) a category (katēgoríai) in mind (nous) that is
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(9) contested (agónia) as either “true (alḗthia), to trust (orthos lógos)” or “troubling
(memēra), to forget (amnēsia)”. When such voice understanding is (10) enveloped
(euperistatos) by truth (ékstasis), the person (11) encounters Being (kathársis)—if
intelligible thought (noētón) is articulated clearly in speech (phthéngesthai). Thus, the
chṓra is revealed by speech (dēlôma).
This Greek account of communicative discourse—communicability—is carefully
explored and exemplified in the Platonic dialogue Sophist (Lanigan, 1988, pp.
223-245). The maieutic voices in dialogue become a complex quadratic designation of
personal agency, moving from active voice (Being as One) to passive voice (Non-Being
as Many), mediated by the middle voice (the phenomenology of agency as Being in
Non-Being, and, One in Many). I explicate the Heideggerian version of this quadratic
process in Lanigan (2016); the Heidegger / Goebbels critique may be found in Karl
Jaspers’ (1923) lectures or in Pierre Bourdieu’s (1988) analysis. A more contemporary
analysis of voice agency is the exacting depiction by Rey Chow (2014, pp. 2, 13, 58).
An obvious example of the intertwining voices is the aphoristic motto of the
USA on its official seal: E pluribus unum. Voices both unite (encode) expression
and perception (lógos) as invariant, yet divide (decode) Self from Other (ḗthos) as
transformations [from Many—one, One—from many]. In short, the existential agency
of middle voice verbs in Greek is referred to as simply “páthos” (Lanigan, 2018, pp.
46-50). Our modern English name for this spoken and heard embodied self discourse
is empathy—a good synonym for the French parole [speaking]. It is also Karl Jaspers
(1932, Vol. 2, pp. 47-103; 1935, pp. 51-106) definition of communication as the existential
condition of encompassing [euperistatos; das Umgriefende]. This founding process is one
of Gestaltung (form-creation) bounding the now / here (synchronic / paradigmatic)
with the then / there (diachronic / syntagmatic) as a mise en abîme [picture in a
picture] that demonstrates reflectivity, reflexivity, and reversibility. The standard
visual paradigm in modern French thought is the Valázquez painting Las Meninas,
whereas any favorite aphorism is the oral example of invoked memory as renvoi. A
psychoanalytic example is any “slip of the tongue” (especially in the midst of anger)
which is always a case of evoked memory as dispositif.
1.2 The chiasm voices
As made emblematic by Vincent Descombes (1979; see Eagleton, 1983), the Greek
dialectic (in French) of expression and perception, in both speaker and listener, is the well
known aphoristic chiasm phrase : Le Même et L’Autre. Unsuspecting English translators
use sentence context to guess at the best choice between either “self and other” or “same
and different”. Invariably, this is not a good idea in the work of French philosophers;
hence, one often sees the translator listed as “Anom” to avoid responsibility for the
known incoherene produced (ironically, an instance of Foucault’s “death of the
author”). The chiasm, in fact, announces the Greek quadratic logic (derived
largely from Plato’s many similes—of the line, of the finger, of the cave, etc. and
instantiated as Aristotle’s “logic square”, itself a shadow (syllogismos) of the
explanatory presocratic “four causes” [aitia]) which Both nominates Self and Other,
And predicates Same and Different. The expressed trope relation of chiasm [cross-over
valence or “intertwining of voices” (Foucault, 2018, p. 301)] is formulated as an index
ratio [A : B : : b : a] (see Figure 6), often now simply referred to as the “Semiotic
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Square”. Heidegger’s (1939, pp. 4, 38) favorite short-hand version in lectures is “ratio
et oratio” [Reason : Discourse : : Thinking : Speaking]. As we shall now see, modern
French thought makes the chiasm an organizing relationship or structure [Gestaltung]
for category description (explication), definition (classification), and interpretation
(valuation) of how human discourse is voiced as deictic process relation (Buyssens,
1943; Blanche, 1966, 1967; Holenstein, 1974, p. 68; Husserl, 1954, p. 364).
Chiasm as a discourse model exemplifies the “voicing” categories and processes
of traditional philosophy called axiology. As such, axiology considers all traditional
areas of value theory (choice) and subjects of hermeneutic evaluation (judgment)
within the scope of human communication. Following the classical Greek tradition
(Figures 5 and 7), the Scholastic categories of pedagogic application are I and II for
the B.A. degree and III for the M.A. degree (Corbert & Connors, 1999, p. 497):
I. Discourse as General {Langage; magikos}
(Trivium Majorum and “Active Voice” as Expression [Verba] / Representation
[Acta]):
1. Rhetorics —values related to implicit rhythmic Discourse (Assonance)
[Inflection / Metaphor];
1a. Poetics—values related to explicit rhythmic Discourse (Consonance) [Meter /
Metonymy];
2. Grammars—values in prosaic Discourse [Articulation];
3. Logics—values elevated in expression of Discourse (sublime); [Signification]
3a. Dialectics—values elevated in perception of Discourse (ecstasy). [Meaning]
II. Discourse as Particular {Langue; mystos}
(Trivium Minorum and “Passive Voice” as Perception [Capta] / Presentation
[Data]):
1 . Morality—values related to the implicit Self (conscience; συνείδησις)
[Memory]; and
1 a. Ethics—values related to the explicit Self (comportment; conscientia)
[Inscription];
2. Politics—values related to the Other [Punctuation];
3. Aesthetics—values related to Objects [Signification].
III. Discourse as Singular {Parole / Discours; mýthos / lógos}
(Quadrivium and “Middle Voice” as Tropes / Figures):
1. Arithmetic—number in the abstract
[mýthos / Thinking {mind = signans}];
2. Geometry—number in space
[ mystos / Listening {figure; event / distribution / quantity = per modium
permanentis}];
3. Music—number in time
[lógos / Speaking {trope; moment / orientation / quality = per modium
fluxus}];
4. Astronomy—number in combined space and time
[magikos / Acting {gesture = signatum}].
An easy way to think about voice is in practical (I), applied (II), theoretical
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(III) terms, e.g., the simple thought structure (proposition) of a statement (spoken).
As a sentence (written), it has a subject (noun that attributes or nominates—gives
a “name”), then it has a rule (verb that acts to connect or “transform”) an object
(noun that predicates or specifies a “function” [called case in linguistics]). Verbs
always specify a temporal / spatial context that is basically active voice (now / here—
suggesting attribution), passive voice (then / there—suggesting predication), and
in some languages, middle voice (suggesting speaker agency as belonging either
to attribution or predication). A few languages have four voices where agency can
be combinatory as both attribution [thee / thou] and predication [you singular / you
plural], where emphasis allows for double-distinction (especially a doubled negative
substituting for a positive). We need to note that Latinate languages like English
have only active and passive voices, but yet have complex rules for duplicating
the agency function of three or four “voices”, e. g., future perfect tense: “what here
now will have happened there then”. An exemplary analysis of the Greek originated
discourse dynamics involved here is Jaspers (1950, pp. 66ff.) lecture: “Reason and Its
Struggle”. In this context, Julia Kristeva (1981; Durandeaux, 1982, pp. 59ff.) recounts
the linguistic politics of privileging Grammar over Rhetoric as a Logic for society, a
problematic subsequently taken up by Bourdieu, Derrida, and Foucault as grammar
générale.
As Holenstein (1974, p. 116; my emphasis and inserts) explains, a primary
function of the trope chiasm is “the embeddedness of a present perception in a past
and future horizon, a linguistic example: the priority of the attributive over the
predicative assignment of the adjective to the noun”. For example, “the first runner
is the winner”. When it comes to the double articulation of rhetoric, as in chiasm,
“Characteristic of ‘a priori’ linguistic laws is the individual speaker’s possibility of
ignoring them in verbal play and novel turns of phrase (as in ‘forbidden’ formulations
such as ‘John [A, player] does not play golf [B, game], golf [b, rule] plays John [a,
game move]’)”. The consequent le même et l’autre aphorism [attribution (logic level
1) becomes predication (logic level 2)] in English, namely, “The player was played!”.
Nonetheless, the Greek model (agency as trimorphic spatialization dominates
Latinate languages wherein voice temporal magnitude (process) measures spatial
position (state) as a rhythmic series: Past (voice outside)—Present (voice inside)—
Future (voice outside) (Guillaume, 1973, p. 7); see Figure 9. Holenstein (1974, pp.
145-246; my emphasis and inserts) offers another example in terms of poetic function
wherein a chiasm shift is defined: “A poetic sequences is characterized on all levels of
language by the reiteration of the same and similar [Same / Self] elements (alliteration,
rhyme, homonym, synonymy) and by their contrastive variations [Different / Other]
(rhythm, antonymy, negative parallelism)”. His tonal illustration (1974, p. 146) is lyric
poetry as essentially metaphoric [semantic / trope], while epic poetry is essentially
metonymic [syntactic / scheme]. For a wider context of application, a comprehensive
introduction to schemes [figures] and tropes in rhetoric is Corbett and Contheors (1999,
pp. 377ff.).
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Figure 1. French discourse model of human communication

2. Structuralism: The Boundary of Voice
Structuralism is a method of social discourse analysis that originally applied to
linguistics, but then generalized as a logic based qualitative approach in all the
human sciences, especially communication and philosophy, and, is known by the
contemporary names of Semiotics and Communicology. There is an essentially
American (USA) version of structuralism that applies to theoretical linguistics
(Leonard Bloomfield, Noam Chomsky), first generalized in logic as semiotics and
phenomenology by Charles S. Peirce. He follows the medieval French trivium of
Logic, Grammar, and Rhetoric. And, there is a French version of structuralism that is
generalized from linguistics (Ferdinand de Saussure, Eric Buyssens, André Martinet,
Algridas Julien Greimas, Roman Jakobson, Robert Blanche) to all the human
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sciences, especially anthropology (Claude Lévi-Strauss), history (Georges Gusdorf,
Michel Foucault), and sociology (Pierre Bourdieu). The central personalities in this
evolving discourse model of French communicology are Émile Benveniste and
Georges Gusdorf.
2.1 The discourse model
Gusdorf was a philosophy professor in charge of examination tutoring at the famous
École Normale Supérieure (ENS) in Paris. He began his career by succeeding
Maurice Merleau-Ponty in the job. He is famous for writing a small tutoring book
called Speaking [La Parole] (1957) used by generations of French scholars, mostly
notably Louis Althusser and Michel Foucault (Bondi, 2012, 2014). The book outlines
the philosophy of speech foundational for the analysis of all human sciences (Buyssens,
1943). Gusdorf (1967) also authored a multi-volume history of the human sciences
during his lifetime for which this book is the key. The basics of this wonderful little
book about speaking are summarized in Figure 1.
The figure displays a hierarchy of voice perception, who, what, and how a listener
encounters speaking. Recall this is a decoding process in which the trope of
metonymy is operating with a parts analyzed by their attributes as the foundation
for understanding the trope of metaphor where the whole stands for the substance
of meaning. The cultural criterion of language [langage] is used to identify the
speaker’s context [parole] and the judgment value [langue] for this evidence is
difference [discours]; Figures 2 and 3. The conversational listener is always thinking
by analysis, looking for attributes of substances, and, parts of wholes. The voices—
Addresser / Addressee—Interlocutor / Interlocutee—are embodied in a narrative
(énoncé) double voiced as enunciation:
“Does this person speak [parole] my language? If I speak English, I recognize
English, otherwise the speaking is noise. But then this discovered similarity of code
continues to suggest difference, e.g., the tone or tinge (accent) is new to me, some of
the words are not known to me, etc. This is group identity [discours], the speaker is
using American English; I know because I learned a, different version, British English.
So we, speaker and listener, are now the same, but different! We share a cultural logic
in language (code), but our grammar is showing signs of difference (context). This
American is using lots of personal (informal) references (“I, me, you”) that make me
slightly uncomfortable as I lose track of the references being made (I prefer more
formal reference [contact], that is what “one” does for clarity). The references are
laden with modifying adjectives, rather than naming nouns. Social usage [langue] is
suggesting this American probably does not have much in common with me. I start
to perceive that a great deal of the speaker’s vocabulary is adjectives, making most
nouns incoherent by exaggeration! I have the British preference for specific nouns and
no adjectives. My exception for shared conversation [discours] is not being met.
“I am becoming very aware of how I speak [parole] and it is not like this! Now,
my oral experience is helped or hindered by the matching nonverbal codes that
contextualize the situation: How close is the American standing to me (proxemics),
how long will this talk take (chronemics), can I tolerate the way his clothing
looks (ocularics), will this person ever leave (kinesics), do I have to shake hands
on departure (haptics), can I tolerate the accent (vocalics), can I take the breathe
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smell any longer (olfactorics)? Every culture has exacting affordance norms for the
nonverbal codes that are not as flexible as the verbal codes, especially when social
preference operates inside the cultural context (the source of class, caste, peer group,
family, etc.).”
Figure 2. French discourse communicology model
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Figure 3. Jakobson process model of human communication

We need to recall that the Greeks senses of voice in logic and language have
used triadic relations of process (3 parts; think grammatical subject, verb, object,
or, first, second, third person verb tense or pronoun) that are called appositions
(each part related to the other two in the semantic complex of: potential / real /
actual, i.e., fiction / imaginary / fact). If one of the three parts is the context, then the
other two become an opposition. Deely (2004, pp. 237ff.) provides an extensive
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exemplification of this ontology of language as part of communication. However,
it is also critical to remember that appositions (of 3 parts) also have a context
[hence, “double judgment”] which is the definition of a logic (qualitative) or a
mathematic (quantitative) called a quadratic (4 attributes or parts; think a “window
frame” 2 x 2 matrix; hence, Husserl’s notion of “double horizon” of vertical /
horizontal perspectives). The “window” is an easy way to visualize the chiasm logic
as an expressed trope relation [A : B :: b : a]. The quadratic is (A) Self [subject],
(B) Other [object], (b) Different [verb], contextualized by the variable control of
(a) Same voice [active, middle, passive tone of adjectives and adverbs, and tinge for
pronouns and prepositions] for all utterances [énoncé].
Halliday (1978, p. 128; Kristeva, 1975; Durandeaux, 1982) describes the trope
voice process here engaged as the “socio-semantic nature of discourse” that permits
a person to sort out attribution, nomination, and predication in the simultaneity
of the “experiential, logical, interpersonal, and textual” affordance. Jakobson
specifies this binary analogue logic as a cross-over transformational capacity in
communication named the poetic function of language; wherein, the transpositional
paradigmatic / synchronic function (metaphor) becomes transformational with
the syntagmatic / diachronic function (metonymy) (Shapiro 1998). The poetic
function is called a tropic logic that is marked by the name chiasm (Holenstein,
1974, pp. 145-146; Merleau-Ponty, 1960). For Jakobson, the trope logic [Husserl’s
Fundierung] is the combination of metaphor and metonymy [Freud’s condensation
and displacement] expressing respectively “two categories of universals, on
relational invariants [phonology] and on rules of implication [Freud’s identification
and repression]” (Holenstein, 1974, pp. 98-99; my inserts, as mentioned in context).
The extrapolation to Freud is discussed by Lacan (1956) and Wilden (1972) and I
illustrate key concepts and terminology in Figure 1 of the Introduction to this LASS
special issue. Key elements of the comprehensive trope voice analysis are given in
Figures 8, 9, 12 and 14.
The progression from Greek thought up and through the Franco-German
philosophic tradition is precisely explicated as the development of the logic of
analogy by Yamakawa (2008, pp. x-xiii, et passim). He traces the Greek idea
of analogy in the context of C. S. Peirce’s logic of abduction (see Figure 6) as
influenced by Edmund Husserl and resulting in Roman Jakobson’s chiasm of
metaphor and metonymy (Peirce, 1903, pp. 127-128; Merrell, 2006). He explains
that the presocratic analogy of the visible (sense) and the invisible (non-sense)
is an aphorism, or reduction, of the more complex quadratic of both the visible
and the invisible together with both the expressible and the inexpressible or
perceptible (Lanigan, 1992, pp. 179ff.). Thus, intelligibility [dianoia] reveals a
mathematical mediation [ratio; middle voice] of (1) an intelligible thing [noēton]
that is invisible in-itself [passive voice], and, (2) a perceptible thing [horaton]
that is visible for-itself [active voice]. However, the interpretive mediation [ratio]
depends on relevance [synáfeia] as expressibility [oratio] or inexpressibility
[silence, blank, dash, nonce-sign], i.e., not available in discourse [urdoxa]
(Yamakawa, 2008, p. 165; Larson, 2021, pp. 102, 112).
Such a logic of analogy founds a tropic logic wherein one aphorism {visible /
invisible} is the analogue of a dependent aphorism {expressible / inexpressible};
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Peirce’s (2.316) process term is exponible. In short, intelligibility is revealed by
speech [dēlôma; Peirce, 4.538] as relevant [ratio et oratio]: [A] perception is [B]
expression as [b] expression is [a] perception [aísthēsis]. This very discourse
problematic was the focus of Merleau-Ponty when he died. He wanted to
extend his ongoing quadratic chiasm point analysis of speech speaking [parole
parlante; lógos prophrorikós] as a ratio to speech spoken [parole paerlée; lógos
endiáthetos] (Merleau-Ponty, 1964, pp. 130, 188; Lowe, 2000). “This new
reversibility and the emergence of the flesh as expression are the point of insertion
of speaking and thinking in the world silence” (1964, pp. 144-145). As a summary
in point, I have interpolated Merleau-Ponty’s workings notes to explicate the tropic
logic wherein the chiasm (cross-over “middle voice”) of Addresser (prosopopoeia
“active voice” of sound [gērys]) and Addressee (asyndeton “passive voice” of silence
[sigaó]) founds as the model of human communication [Husserl’s Fundierung (see
Figure 15)]:
‘[A] new effort of expression’, ‘Being in Heidegger’s sense’, ‘which, apprehended

by philosophy in its universality, appears as containing everything that will ever
be said, and yet leaving us to create it (Proust): it is the λόϒοϛ ένδίάϴϵτος [logos
endiathetos; the speech that remains within; private, interpretative {ASYNDETON:
Voiceless Name—listening, hearing voices, articulation; sounds of silence (“memory
of rationality”}] which calls for the λόϒοϛ προϕορικόϛ [logos prophorikos; the
speech that manifests without; public, revelatory {PROSOPOPOEIA: Nameless
Voice—speaking, uttering voices, enunciation; silence of sounds (“forgetfulness
of rationality”)]—— ’ (Merleau-Ponty, 1962, p. 170, my emphasis, translation, and
transliteration inserts; see Froman, 2005)

The more technical account of trope voice as operationalized in the French
language emerges in the work of Émile Benveniste (1946, 1966; see Figure 5). An
apparently innocent concept / term like l’histoire has a tropic domain such that four
narrative voices contextually emerge. Most translators choose between story (personal
narrative voice) and history (public narrative voice) as, perhaps, framed by a nearby
pronoun that is personal [tu] or public [vous]. But the reality is more complex
with the available function of reflexive verbs (unlike English) that can vary past
agency (passé composé) just as Greek middle voice does. The short explanation
is that l’histoire nominates a quadratic form best expressed as a choice among (A)
{Self} Autobiography (présent de narration; parole) : (B) {Other} Story (l’histoire;
parlante) : : (b) {Same}Biography (narration; parole = langue) : (a) History
{Different} (annales d’histoire / parlée = langage = discours). Such a verb choice
requires a highly contextualized embodied event [dispositif], and, an existential
moment [mémoire]. As Merleau-Ponty corrects our understanding of Saussure’s parole
and langue distinction: “As soon as we distinguish alongside of the objective science
of language [langue / langage] a phenomenology of speech [parole / discours], we set
in motion a dialectic through which the two disciplines enter into communications”.
“At first, the ‘subjective’ point of view envelops the ‘objective’ point of view;
synchrony envelopes diachrony [parole parlante].” “In another connection, diachrony
envelopes synchrony” [parole parlée] (1960, pp. 86, my inserts; Holenstein, 1974, pp.
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140-141, 145-146; Strawarska, 2015; see Figure 8).
Figure 4. Key French authors: Chiasm matrix model of discourse
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Figure 5. Basic quadratics of discourse in French phenomenology
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Figure 6. Semiotic matrix of tropic logic and rhetoric
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2.2 Discourse phenomenology
Also relevant to viewing structure as logic, as a cycle of doctrines (Figures 3 and 4),
is the critical influence of French Phenomenology. It is a philosophical perspective
that explicates human consciousness as experience founded on the teaching of
Alexandre Koyré, a Russian student of Edmund Husserl, and Alexandre Kojève, a
Russian student of Karl Jaspers. Kojève was fluent in seven languages including
classical Sanskrit and Greek, along with English. Yet again, the influence of Greek
philology. The main semiotic contributors are Maurice Merleau-Ponty (philosophy,
psychology), Michel Foucault (philosophy, history), Roland Barthes (literature,
rhetoric), Julia Kristeva (linguistics, psychoanalysis), Jaques Laçan (psychoanalysis),
Claude Lévi-Strauss (anthropology), and Pierre Bourdieu (anthropology, sociology).
This context is what most contemporary scholars means when they say “structuralism”
because of its French origins in the 1960s.
As Vincent Descombes (1979) suggests, there are basically three historical and
philosophical progressions of “structuralism” viewed methodologically: (1) structural
analysis, (2) structuralism per se, and (3) semiotics. Given current developments,
two more categories need to be added: (4) post-structuralism, and (5) semiotic
phenomenology (variously “phenomenological structuralism”, and occasionally,
“post-phenomenology”). These last two types are distinguished by their ontological
(systemic) and epistemological (relational) orientations toward cultural phenomena in
consciousness (forms or mentifacts [mémoire]) and in experience (contents or artifacts
[dispositif]) (Leach, 1976). Both types shift the emphasis from (1) language as static
system of inscription (lexis; text; writing/reading; syntactics, sociology) to (2) speech
as a dynamic system of communication practice (lógos; discourse [inter-textuality];
speaking / listening; pragmatics, anthropology) (Holenstein, 1974, p. 189; Kristeva,
1981, 1988; Lotman, 1990). The discourse modeling used by major French theorists is
summarized in Figures 4 (cf. Figure 15), 5, and 6.

3. Structural Analysis
Structuralism as a tool is typically considered a scientific method using normative
logics (Peirce) that study systems, relations, and forms, i.e., structures, or, in the more
current designation, codes (Lanigan, 1972). Systems are phenomena that interrelate
with one another according to a discoverable logic of signs, usually expressed as
a key relationship and its transformations (complexity) through logic models of
abduction, adduction, induction, or deduction. Systems that contain other systems
are called Complex Systems. They are the basis of modern technology, especially
computer applications in such areas as biology or economics. As a “here and now”
phenomenon, the discourse meaning of signs (narrativity) is usually contrasted with a
“then and there” experience signification of the system (historicity). Such sign-systems
(codes) specify systemic relations which are common in discourse as tropes of speech
(semantic meaning) in speaking or figures of language (syntactic signification) in
writing or calculating. Familiar relations are substance / whole (metaphor), attribute
/ part (metonymy), opposition / apposition (simile; irony), whole / part (synecdoche),
similarity / difference (simile / irony), transformation / transmutation (chiasm), self /
other/, cause / effect, space / time, qualitative / quantitative, and form / content. Note
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that most relations are binary (Saussure) or triadic (Peirce) as a result of the system
logic being used, although quadratic models (Pythagorus, Aristotle, Merleau-Ponty,
Foucault, Greimas) are used to link one binary to another binary (hence, a quadratic or
rhomb). In this structural context, eidetic phenomena (signifier/ing concepts, images),
as previously noted, are referred to as mentifacts or forms, while empirical phenomena
(signified objects, behavior) are specified as artifacts or contents. The contemporary
influence of structural method is closely associated with communicology, linguistics,
and sign-systems, all of which are viewed as system-codes (complexity) and are
grouped together under the the general science name of semiotics (or traditionally as a
human science: semiology, symbology).

4. Existentialism and Structuralism
Structuralism per se, as a third doctrine, refers to the theory of signs as a specification
of structural analysis in the human sciences. There is an emphasis on the description
of whole systems, e.g., biology, ecology, culture, society, nature, language. The goal is
a new theory of meaning based on significations generated by various system-codes
including language and discourse, kinship rules, and economic exchange practices
(Holenstein, 1974, p. 187; Lévi-Strauss, 1958). A major intellectual confrontation
developed inasmuch as structuralism in the tradition of Saussure (as edited and
published; cf. Strawarska, 2015) opposed the logic tradition of Edmund Husserl as it
was taken up and transformed in French phenomenology.
In particular, structuralism offered itself as a major alternative on the French scene
to the post-World War II popularity of existentialism, especially that of Jean-Paul
Sartre. The failure of existentialism as social and political philosophy encouraged
the scientific explications of structural analysis. The ensuing intellectual debate
was a straightforward contest between the “new” structuralist concept of difference
embodied in language as a system defining society—a text-code [lexis] perspective
(e.g., grammatology derived from the rhétorique spéciale of the trivium minorum;
often specified as sociology, the study of “writing Being” (Holenstein, 1974, p.
189), versus, the “old” existential phenomenological concept of identity embodied in
speaking as a system defining the person—a discourse—code [lógos] perspective (e.g.,
semiotic phenomenology in communicology derived from the rhétorique génénale of
the trivium majorum; specified as anthropology, the study of “talking Being”).
The period of structuralism’s popularity roughly began with the publication
of André Martinet’s La linguistic synchronique in 1949 and climaxed with the
appearance of Claude Lévi-Strauss’s Anthropologie structurale (1958) and La
pensée savage (1962), the latter dedicated to Maurice Merleau-Ponty. Rather than a
mere gesture, the dedication and the preface to La pensée savage reminds us of the
influential phenomenological critique and revision of Saussure that Merleau-Ponty
offers in his essays of this period, published as Signes (1960). Indeed, it is MerleauPonty who ushers in the transposition from structuralism per se to semiotics with
his advocacy for the chiasm conjunction of both dispoisitif and mémoire as a New
Humanism: “the moment when humanity gives itself its means of communication and
communion” (1960, p. 222).
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5. Semiotics
Semiotics (Semiology, Symbology) refers to the theory of signs as a linguistic
specification of structural analysis in philosophy and the human sciences. The
emphasis is on process relationships. In this modified version of structuralism, the
revised goal is a theory of meaning based on signification generated in the first
instance by discourse (as semantics), not language (as syntactics). While Saussure
argues that semiotics is the whole and linguistics one of the parts (metonymy model),
semioticians contend that linguistics is the origin and semiotics is the derived, applied
science (metaphor model). French semiotics came into focus with the publication
of Élements de sémiologie in 1964 by Roland Barthes, and, Sémantique structural:
Recherche de méthode in 1966 by A. J. Greimas.
Barthes essentially adapts the Hjelmslevian linguistic model of structural analysis
to literary and cultural criticism by discounting problems of form (ideology) in favor
of relations and systems (rhetoric). Barthes at once moves away from the influence of
empirical science and toward philosophical issues of concern by making semiology a
“creative activity” in literary science. His studies of mythology, rhetoric, and ideology
were a major force in the popularity of structuralism, both inside and outside the
academic world. By the end of the decade begun with Merleau-Ponty’s Signs, Julia
Kristeva’s Séméiôtiké: recherches pour une sémanalyse was published in 1969 making
“semiology” into a revised doctrine under the new label of semiotics. The special
linguistics science of semiology [le sémiotique] thus transformed into the philosophy
of general discourse named semiotics [la sémiotique]. That same year in Paris,
with the great publishing house of Mouton, she led the founding of the still famous
international journal Semiotica. The toute Paris popularity of structuralism under the
banner of Semiotics thus came to displace that of existentialism in public intellectual
and popular discourse. Stimulating this trend, most of Barthes major articles appeared
first in the pages of the popular Parisian academic journal Communications.
As a counterbalance to Barthes, Greimas constructed a model of discourse that
he calls the semiotic square. The model articulated in his book Sémiotique (1979)
uses the relations of contradiction, contrariety, and complementarity to specify a
generational category of meaning at one of three levels of semantic signification where
apposition generates the énonciation relation (rather than opposition in Aristotle’s logic
square). In more familiar usage, Barthes names these levels connotation, denotation,
and the real, while Jacques Lacan in the psychoanalytic context refers to them as the
symbolic, the imaginary, and the real. In French thought, Lacan’s terminology dominates
(Lacan, 1956; Wilden, 1972, 1980, 1989). Greimas argues that at the third (reality) level
of semantic generation, a combinatory “both/and” relation between contrary terms, creates
meaning. Coincidentally, this confirms the work of Viggo Brøndal (1943) in bridging the
logic of phenomenology with that of structuralism.
The most extensive expression of the connection between phenomenology and
structuralism is Roman Jakobson’s theory of communication and his model of the
human sciences (Figure 3), which incorporates much of Husserl’s and Peirce’s semiotic
phenomenology in the explication of linguistics as a complex eidetic and empirical
science of communicology. Of course, the comity of thought among Husserl, Peirce,
and Jakobson is the French Scholastic tradition of discourse established at Paris, i.e.,
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the discourse doctrine of the Trivium. Logic, Rhetoric, and Grammar unite in the semiotic
[sēmḗion] forms of (1) speaking [lógos] as iconic [majorum; Aristotle’s tekmėrion, a
necessary sign] and (2) writing [lexis] as indexical [minorum; Aristotle’s sēmeion, a
sufficient sign] contextualized by (3) thinking as symbolic [symbolon; Aristotle’s
sign revealed by speaking [dēlôma]. Hence, the popularity of Lacan’s terminology:
Thinking (symbolic) comes from the analogy in Speaking (imaginary), recorded as the
aphorism of memory Writing (real). Given these three eidetic elements, do not forget
the fourth empirical element of referential context called Actuality. The actual was
studied as the Quadrivium context for the Trivium. The quadrivium consisted of the
study of calculation, the magnitude of measure in four parts: (1) Arithmetic—number
[eidetic] in the abstract, (2) Geometry—number in space, (3) Music—number in time,
and (4) Astronomy—number [empirical] in space and time.
Figure 7. The trivium majorum and minorum as Jakobson’s communicology
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Figure 8. Jakobson’s communicology as a trope trivium model
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Figure 9. Space-time structures for tropes in the quadratic model
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5.1 Semiotic template: The Scholastic trivium
To properly understand the influence and impact of the trivium in French thought,
we need to briefly review the teaching method and learning style that emerged from
the medieval French universities, especially at Paris. Suffice it say that the domain
of instruction and curriculum that developed there and then endures even today,
from primary schools (formative practice) right through advanced university degrees
(transformative theory).
5.1.1 Pedagogy: Trivium special is writing
Writing is the process of abstracting thinking from prior speaking. To properly
demonstrate my analysis, I am going to describe the elements and function of the
trivium special as a “skill set” to be learned by practice [praktiké] (Jakobson’s
translation; Holenstein, 1976, p. 159), then indicate the explanatory causality [aitia]
named by a logic concept [poiētikḗ], and then, cite the analytic criterion adopted
by Jakobson as a rule [dēlōma] for theory construction. A current American (USA)
account, based on Merleau-Ponty, can be found in the work of Hubert Dreyfus (1992,
2001, pp. 25-48).
Logic is the process of thinking whereby a text is read in order to abstract from
it the key concepts that constitute an argument or series of propositions. The process
teaches a person how to distinguish primary concepts (meaning), their type (nouns,
verbs) which signify categories of denoted meaning [categorematic terms], as opposed
to relations among types of connoted meaning (prepositions, adjectives, adverbs)
[syncategorematic terms]. Generally glossed as abstracting, the process reduces
propositions (sentences) to their constituent parts (terms), but also selects terms for
their probable importance to a definition, i.e., becomes a name. Called Réduction
de Texte, the primary function of the practice is to understand the position of given
[data] concepts so that important ones can be taken [capta] as essential intelligibility
for understanding. In short for Jakobson’s phenomenological structuralism, to locate
and focus position is (I.) Finding the Rule that accounts for “categorical explication”
(Holenstein, 1974, p. 68). The student practitioner learns a logic skill set consisting of
the quadratic functions: (1) researching, (2) thought description, (3) synthesis, and (4)
abridgment. For Jakobson, logic is the linguistic essence of an (1) in preasentia (2)
marked term, and an (3) in absentia (4) unmarked term—the respective synchronic
and diachronic temporal axes of language (see Figure 8).
The traditional curriculum for mastering this skill was to copy-out passages
from Greek or Latin texts noted for their style, then write a similar passage using
different words. The skill is called “intralingual translation” or rewording as formation
(Holenstein, 1974, p. 159). Note this skill performance teaches the logic of analogy.
Our contemporary usage is “information”.
Rhetoric is the process of speaking whereby a new text is written in order
to articulate (“speak in one’s own voice”) the key concepts that re-create the
original argument or series of propositions as a new form [text] of the same content
(Kristeva’s “intertextuality”). The process teaches a person how to distinguish primary
terms (signification), the choice of type (nouns, verbs) which best signify categories
of denoted meaning. Usually glossed as concretizing [“fleshing out”] the process
induces new propositions (sentences) to their dominant constituent parts (terms), but
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also classifies their importance to a definition by sign [“substance of the matter”].
Called Explication de Texte, the primary function of the practice is to understand
the apposition of choosing [acta] from given [data] concepts so that important ones
can be taken [capta] in order of importance, relevance for understanding [“general
opinion”]. In short for Jakobson’s phenomenological structuralism, to locate and focus
apposition is (II.) Applying the Rule that accounts for “classification” (Holenstein,
1974, p. 68). The student practitioner learns a rhetoric skill set consisting of the
quadratic functions: (1) mentoring, (2) thought explication, (3) analysis, and (4)
commentary. For Jakobson, rhetoric is the semantic trope essence of (1) metaphor
as (2) selection, (3) substitution, and (4) similarity—the paradigmatic spatial axis of
language (Figure 8).
The traditional curriculum for mastering this skill was to copy a Greek text and
then write out the same text in Latin. The skill is called “interlingual translation” or
translation proper as transformation (Holenstein, 1974, p. 159). Note that Greek has
three voices (active, middle, passive) that had to be reduced in Latin as two voices
(active, passive), thus this skill teaches the logic of reduction, i.e., a re-formed shorter
meaning—the contemporary idea of definition per se [“expert opinion”], i.e., a named
fact—typically glossed as a “scientific fact”.
Grammar is the process of writing whereby a text is inscribed in order to
articulate (re-write) the key concepts that constitute the original argument or series
of propositions. The process teaches a person how to distinguish primary terms
(signification), the choice of type (nouns, verbs) which best signify categories of
connoted meaning. Extending the concretizing process of new propositions and
their dominant terms, the process also classifies their importance to a definition by
probability [“key attributes”]. Called Interprétation de Texte, the primary function of
the practice is to understand the opposition of choosing [acta] from the ones that can
be taken [capta] so that given [data] concepts can be used in order of importance,
relevance for knowing [“useful fact”]. In short for Jakobson’s phenomenological
structuralism, to locate and focus opposition is Writing which accounts for (III.)
Understanding the Rule that expresses judgment, behavior displaying a choice, or
“valuation” (Holenstein, 1974, p. 68). The student practitioner learns a grammatical
skill set consisting of the quadratic functions: (1) eloquence (exemplifying,
mentoring, teaching), (2) thought explanation, (3) interpretation, and (4) discernment
(wisdom). For Jakobson, grammar is the syntactic figure essence of (1) metonymy as
(2) combination, (3) contexture, and (4) contiguity—the syntagmatic spatial axis of
language (Figure 8).
The traditional curriculum for mastering this skill was to translate passages
from Greek into Latin, and then, from Latin back into Greek. The skill is called
“intersemiotic translation” or transformation as transmutation (Holenstein, 1974,
p. 159). Note this skill teaches the logic of chiasm wherein the student learns to
search for a “cross-over” of both meaning and signification. The search is for the
language concept (in Latin) that mediates the “inner voice” [mythos] of meaning
present in Greek middle-voice that is lost (made absent) when translated into Latin
active or passive voice [lógos]. The fundamental idea of a trope [transmutation] is
thereby taught to the student, because the active or passive word chosen to replace the
absent voice is found as either silence [mystos] or gesture [magikos]—the meaningful
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nonce sign (Leach, 1976) made famous by Merleau-Ponty as the existential geste;
see Figure 5. This tropic logic formulation of the four Greek voices emerged from the
Scholastic tradition to become the very foundation of the European Enlightenment
trivium theory in Giambattista Vico’s New Science (1725). This student skill rule yet
survives in most university Ph.D. programs as the requirement to be competent in “two
foreign languages” or “one foreign language and one of calculation”.
5.1.2 Theory: Trivium general is speaking
The consequential expectation of special trivium learning as practical memory is the
embodiment of general trivium theory as a disposition, i.e., a mental skill available
for use in new situations of need. Learning to speak is the acquisition of rules for
thinking that guide the speech act. The process is largely one of learning to convert
the passive voice of writing (history) into the active voice of speaking (story).
Classical rhetoricians know these rules as topics (subject matters) and tropes (argument
structures). The ultimate standard for eloquence is the presentation of understanding
in which form of expression achieve a perfection of content perceived.
As an historical exemplification of the enduring dominance of the trivium in old
France and new America, let me use a personal example. As I sit writing this paper,
I can see the Gothic style towers of the Georgetown University campus across town
in Washington, D.C. The university is administered by the Jesuit teaching order of
the Catholic Church. Founded by St. Ignatius of Loyola in Paris, the order adopted,
in 1599, a theory of education named the Ratio Studiorum that states it goal as
Eloquentia Perfecta. The proper teaching of eloquence brings understanding and
knowledge “Ad majórem Dei glóriam; cinque hominum salutem” [for the greater glory
of God; and the salvation of humanity]. The second part was added by the Jesuits at
Georgetown. Until 1959, students at Jesuit universities were required to accomplish
the trivium in English, Greek, and Latin for graduation (Gannett & Brereton, 2016,
p. 25). The general principles of human understanding and knowledge articulated in
this example survive globally in all universities. Every academic discipline, without
distinction, requires this trained memory and disposition to communicate effectively.
Karl Jaspers (1923/1946, pp. 51, 77) provides a concise explication:
In order to do the work of the university successfully, there must be communication of
thinking men. Scholars must communicate with one another, teachers with their students
and the students among themselves. Communication of all with all is necessary—
each according to his intellectual level. We shall have to take up the meaning of this
communication, the forms it may take and its freedom. Here is the living core of university
life.
In the sphere of scholarship communication is maintained through discussion. We tell
each other what we have found out, but the genuine process of communication begins
when our statements are questioned. This makes the form of controversy on highly
specialized points. Such controversy becomes philosophical only as it approaches the
ultimate issues. Controversy may take either of two forms—debate or discussion.

In short, eloquence constitutes a positive chiasm bend of rhetoric (lógos) and grammar
(lexis) such that ethical rhetoric transmutes into rhetorical ethics as reasonable
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dialogue (eulógos).
Or as Merleau-Ponty contemporizes the problem, the ratio in human communication is
a matter of praxis: good or bad ambiguity is chosen in discourse. That is to say, good
ambiguity is “rhetorical ethics”; rhetoric as speaking refers to ethics as human values. By
contrast, bad ambiguity is “ethical rhetoric”; ethics as value choices predicates diction.
(Lanigan, 1988, p. 4)
The study of perception could only teach us a “bad ambiguity”, a mixture of finitude
[Aristotle] and universality [Kant], of interiority [ontological] and exteriority
[deontological]. But there is a “good ambiguity” in the phenomenon of expression, a
spontaneity which accomplishes what appeared to be impossible when we observe only
the separate elements, a spontaneity which gathers together the plurality of monads, the
past and present, nature and culture into a single whole [Care]. To establish this wonder
would be metaphysics itself [ontic] and would at the same time give us the principle of an
ethics [deontic]. (Merleau-Ponty, 1945, p. 11; my inserts and emphasis)

Rhetoric is the general disposition of the acting subject in expression, to give
voice to the Self in form of attribution to the past, present, and future. It is the
translation (encoding) of self consciousness into the other’s experience by the words
articulated. Such a translation constitutes an allegory (a human ethic) in which the
two voices (self and other) engage the dynamic process of thinking wherein structure
and form of thought participate in mutual consciousness of experience (a cultural
norm). Mutual voices are doubled over as expressed perception becomes perceived
expressing (mores of culture). The primary substance (categories) of thought is carried
by shared nouns as naming attribution in consciousness (chosen values).
Grammar is the general disposition of the acting subject of perception, to take
voice for the Other in the form of predication to the past, present, and future. It is the
transmutation (decoding) of self experience into the other’s consciousness by the words
articulated. Such a transmutation constitutes an allegoresis in which the other’s voice
(alone) engages the static process of thinking wherein entity and content of thought
participate in mutual experience of consciousness (rules). Mutual voices are doubled
over as your perceived expression (comportment) becomes my perceiving expression
(behavior). The primary whole of my thought is carried by shared nouns as changing
parts of our experience (comity).
Logic is the general disposition of interacting subjects of expression and
perception to combine the doubled expression and perception voices (digital encode/
decode; a quadratic of voices), then reduce them to one shared binary function (binary
analogue code; Addresser / Addressee). It is the trans-positioning (coding) of self
conscious experience into the other’s conscious experience as same (as mine) or
different (from mine). The memory of the trans-positioning is the logic of analogy
(Self as Other is Same but Different). The analogy is condensed into a rule of process
change that is named [nómos] by a verb (doing right and wrong). As such, the verb
names an individual (self) understanding [dianoia] that explains [aitia] individual
action (for the other) as a matter of character [ḗthos]. The action as disposition often
becomes reduced in memory as an aphorism or maxim of speech, i.e., a person of
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integrity versus, an evil doer, or, the gaze of love, versus, the evil-eye.
Positive examples of Eloquentia Perfecta are often recalled as a song lyric or
advertising slogan, especially if phrased as a one line chiasm. Negative examples
are the foundation of prejudice and discrimination as stereotypes. As summarized
by Holenstein (1974, p. 88), “The problem of truth is not the correspondence
between a meaning and a referent, but rather the compatibility between two
meanings [“categorical explication”], two modes of giveness [ “classification”],
or two contextual determinations [“valuation”].” Thus in the foundational work of
Giambattista Vico, eloquence constitutes the truth of human meaning called ingenuity
[ingenium], the discovery in discourse of connections and patterns (abductions)
whereby “we surpass what lies before us in our sensory awareness” (Herrick, 2018, p.
193; Larson, 2021, pp. 103, 274).
5.2 The semiotic turn to chiasm
The evolution of the French discourse model into a tropic logic where rhetoric
constitutes a form of secondary modeling is largely associated with the work in New
Rhetoric by Chiam Perelman and later by Groupe μ (1970, 1977). Perelman’s research
is largely an application of Aristotelian rhetoric founded in his ethics, i.e., epideictic
oratory, and in many aspects an extension of the Kantian model of rhetoric (Lanigan,
2019a, b). Groupe μ largely extrapolates from the work begun by Roman Jakobson,
but their view has severe limitations from the perspective of phenomenology and
Greimasean semiotics (Sonesson, 2010).
The basic semiotics of the French discourse model of chiasm is a study in
communication complexity. What follows in this section is a particular application of
a general systems model first published some time ago (Lanigan, 1988, pp. 184-191).
The application contained in Figures 10, 11, 12, and 13 traces the French discourse
authors depicted in Figure 4 from the basic logic perspectives (Figure 5) of le même
et l’autre as a rhetoric quadratic displaying an ethic triad of valence (yes, no, maybe)
which can be illustrated by Peirce’s semiotic. Simply put, the dialogic encounter of
Self and Other as Same and Different is traceable as the discourse movement from
analogy to allegoresis to aphorism to allegory. In short, the French discourse model
attempts to explicate what is common to the Ionian and European Enlightenments,
the discourse that defines the humane. In this context, Figure 10 is an exact overlay of
Figure 4.
Because of the difficulty of visualizing the transformations that occur when
moving from linear (static) to curvilinear (dynamic) models [e.g., familiar as the shift
from arithmetic to algebra, or, hand printing to hand writing as cursive], Figure 12
depicts the linear relation of the trivium discourse model utilized by Roman Jakobson,
but also suggests the initial compatibility with Peirce’s curvilinear semiotic modeling
of discourse logic in Figure 13. The diagrammatic illustration that I provide in Figure
13 are, in fact, confirmed by Peirce’s own illustrations (Peirce, 1903, p. 128). All
this is to say further, the complexity levels are such that it is much easier to shift to
symbolic notation in place of even the curvilinear models, hence the necessity of the
reader convenient categorical tables presented in Figures 14 and 15 below.
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Figure 10. Historical tropes constituting the French chiasm model
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Figure 11. Definitions for the historical tropes model
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Figure 12. Trivium subjectivity voice in Jakobson’s phonology
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Figure 13. Charles S. Peirce chiasm logic model and symbolic notation
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6. Poststructuralism
Poststructuralism also refers to sign theory as a discursive specification of structural
analysis where there is an emphasis on contents and forms. As such, it is largely
a critique of classical phenomenology (Husserl) and semiology (Saussure). A
fundamental distinction is made between discourse (discours; parole), which
is the verbal utterance or stating (Foucault’s énoncé; Merleau-Ponty’s parole
parlante) of a message-as-code [Greek lógos], and by comparison/contrast, language
(langage; langue), which is the empirical manifestation (Foucault’s énonciation,
Merleau-Ponty’s parole parlée) of a code-as-message [Greek lexicon].
In both cases, note that the simplistic hypostatization of either a message or code
gives way to the realistic notion that both messages and codes are interconnected
(Jakobson’s poetic function or reversibility) and mutually motivated (Bakhtin’s
double voicing; Wertsch, 1991) as one semiotic phenomenon (Figure 9). In short,
the phenomena of discourse are simultaneously eidetic in content (i.e., codes), while
those of language are empirical in form (i.e., messages). While the distinction may
seem illogical at first, recall the Hejlmslev and Jakobson models where we can
view Addresser discourse as a Signifier relation of expression containing its own
substance and form. In turn, language is a Signified relation of content available
to Addressee perception as an other/different substance and form. Thus the
combination of discourse and language is the actual phenomenon (a) of which
we are noetically conscious [intra-personal communication], and, (b) that we
noematically experience in the “here and now” moment of human inter-personal
communication. This “awareness of being aware” is called apperception by Husserl
and in Peirce’s (2019-2020, Vol. 1, pp. 194-8, 492, 582-4) logic it is the shift from
teridentity to quateridentity (Figure 13).
The method of structural analysis for this poststructuralist approach to research is
called deconstruction. The primary assumption in the Scholastic French context is that
the lógos function [trivium majorum; rhétorique générale] of discourse is not related
to the lexis function [trivium minorum; rhétorique spéciale]. This is the source of the
confusion over the “structuralist” concept of text (lógos and lexis are a disjunction)
versus the “phenomenological” concept of inter-textuality (lógos and lexis are a
conjunction) as noted by Julia Kristeva who, following Jakobson and Merleau-Ponty,
later changed the term “intertextuality” to transpositionality.
While largely an applied method in literary criticism, especially in the United
States, deconstruction is a theory in the human sciences or a philosophical position
usually associated with the French theorists in a number of cultural disciplines.
Among others, these include Louis Althusser (Marxism), Michel Foucault (systems
of thought; history), and Jacques Derrida (philosophy). Recalling the Saussurian
definition of the Sign as the combination of both a Signifier (expression) and a
Signified (perception), deconstructionists focus their analysis exclusively on the
signifier as a content or form, while dismissing the relevance of the signified as
a socially determined referent in a sign system (usually marked as “ideology” or
“colonialism”). Hence, the emphasis is upon discourse as unconscious langue to
the exclusion of language as parole. The synchronic (“now”) and paradigmatic
(“here”) interplay of contents and forms as a vehicle of expression is pushed to
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its outer limits so that the politically and socially dominant language (langage;
langue) is critiqued (Althusser), erased (Derrida), and ruptured (Foucault) by
the discourse (discours; parole) in the emergent text or practice (an episteme).
Simply put, the opposition between a message-as-code (parole) and a codeas-message (langue) is transformed into an apposition with an un-known third
referent (Foucault’s “death of the author”; Derrida’s “trace” (all derived from the
Scholastic notion of palimpsest—made famous in Umberto Eco’s novel Name of
the Rose). The shortcoming with such an “unknown referent” is that agency must
be denied, therefore the source voice must be silenced, or to use the current
term, the voice must be canceled (made into a nonce-sign). Hayot (2021, p. 121)
defines this type of “trope” discourse as an epistemology constructed by a “metadiscourse figure” characterized by “(1) diachrony, (2) idiography, (3) plurality,
(4) experience, (5) complexity, and (6) transactionality”. Thus, an epistemilogical
opposition counterposes one thing against another thing as different (e.g., a binary
relation of expression versus perception), which is the diacritical function of language
as information, i.e., an either/or choice in a pre-given context, where the content of
choice (message) is irrelevant to form (code).
The phenomenological position, by comparison, is that an ontological apposition
counterposes two parallel, but similar, phenomena (e.g., both expression and
perception) to a third referent phenomenon (e.g., a triadic relation of human
embodiment as expression and perception), which is the combinatory function of
discourse as communication (= meta-discourse), i.e., a both/and choice (code form)
of a new context (message content)—the basis of discovery, learning, and creativity
(Lanigan, 2018b, 2019c).
Unlike other approaches to discourse analysis, deconstruction aims to articulate a
space for this apposition in such a way that any existential referent (person) or social
reference point (voice) is lost (Derrida’s “put under erasure”; Foucault’s “rupture”;
Freud’s “repression”) to the auditor of the text or practice. In this sense, deconstruction
utilizes the rhetorical, grammatical, or tropic logic of relations to confront and contest
systems with their own constituent contents and forms, thereby, rendering them as
“nonsense” (e.g., Saul Alinsky’s “rules for radicals”, see Lanigan, 2019d). However,
the post-structuralist dislocation and decentering of voice for the speaking subject, the
writing author, and the thinking philosopher (as a result of deconstructionist method)
has itself provoked a structuralist response by phenomenologists (Herrick, 2018,
pp. 266-275) following the original (unedited) foundations of Saussurian linguistics
(Strawarska, 2015).

7. Semiotic Phenomenology
Semiotic phenomenology refers in the first instance to Roman Jakobson’s
phenomenological revisions of structuralist linguistics, logics, and semiotics in the
American and European traditions (Figures 14 and 15). Jakobson makes extensive
use of Charles S. Peirce’s semiotics, Karl Bühler’s linguistic corrections, and
Anton Marty’s dialogic modifications of Husserl’s phenomenology to create a
phenomenological structuralism, now called the method of semiotic phenomenology
as the discipline of Communicology. The approach was popularized by the linguist117
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psychoanalyst Julia Kristeva and the semiotician Umberto Eco, especially in their
many novels. Historically, the approach refers, in a more general sense, to the
modifications of Husserlian phenomenology made by Anton Marty (Rollinger, 1999,
2009, 2010), and later by Roman Jakobson, at Charles University in Prague, Czechia.
In parallel effort at Paris, Maurice Merleau-Ponty, and his student Michel Foucault
accomplished similar corrections which constitute an existential and semiotic
phenomenology (often called “French Phenomenology”).
In his essays on perception (speech, language, semiotics, communication),
Merleau-Ponty agrees with Roman Jakobson, namely that signs are (a) motivated
rather than arbitrary and (b) constitutive rather than conventional or regulative. These
signs in their multiplicity are the embodiment of human expression and perception
that Merleau-Ponty illustrates with the conscious experience of human speaking and
gesture in his major work, Phénoménologie de la perception (1945). This approach is
extended to expression by Foucault’s particular use of the famous quadratic model of
le même et l’autre that translates as both Self/Other and Same/Different.
Foucault’s corpus is methodologically (a) the phenomenological examination of
subject matter (archaeology) contextualized by (b) a structural view of that subject
matter (genealogy) which progresses from (i) contents and forms to (ii) relations
and onto (c) system-codes (critical method) which are essentially the same
evolved method of Edmund Husserl in the Kantian tradition (Lanigan, 2019a).
Foucault sees discourse as a contest (agōnia) between subject and object, and
between power and desire in language and other social practices (Bourdieu’s hexis,
habitus) in the narrative struggle (personal story versus public history; respectively,
Bourdieu’s dispositions and hysteresis) where reasonableness (eulogos) is measured
by the “forgetfulness” (mermēra) separating reason (ratio) and discourse (oratio).
Foucault follows Merleau-Ponty’s method of description, reduction (to definition),
and interpretation of value perception. Figure 16 illustrates in simple summary terms
this overall progression from the earliest of Greek thought in Pythagorus and Aristotle
up through the Scholastic trivium of Thomas Aquinas’ heritage in Husserl and Peirce
to Merleau-Ponty and Foucault that now constitutes the French Model of Discourse
toute Paris et le Monde.
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Figure 14. Tropic logic foundations: Aristotle and Husserl
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Figure 15. Basic definitions of foundation logic in Husserl and Jakobson
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Figure 16. Discourse chiasm model of communicology (linear projection)
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Notes

1 It is with regret that we must note the continuing void of informed communicological
and linguistic knowledge displayed by contemporary academic philosophers writing
about language/speech/linguistics in Continental Philosophy in general and French
Phenomenonolgy in particular, to wit Engelland (2021). It was Karl Bühler (1934), Roman
Jakobson (Holenstein, 1974), and Anton Marty (Rollinger, 2010) who corrected Edmund
Husserl’s lack of linguistic and communicative understanding. My analysis attempts a
parallel correction effort for French Phenomenology, much in the spirit of the contribution
by Strawarska (2015) to correct the understanding of Saussure’s phenomenological
linguistics.
2
My use of the sequence Allegory—Analogy—Allegoresis—Aphorism is the literary
version of the Scholastic model of hermeneutics (axiology), viz. (1) Anagogical
interpretation [mythōs, parole], (2) Moral interpretation [lógos, discours], (3) Allegorical
interpretation [mystos, langue], and (4) Literal interpretation [magikos, langage]. French
authors modify these four categories of process analysis according to their needs (see
Figure 5), e.g., I have detailed Foucault’s respective use as his rhetoric model of (1)
Articulation [Monument], (2) Designation [Document], (3) Derivation [Museum], and
(4) Attribution [Library] (Lanigan, 1992, p. 89). Foucault’s method may be summarized
by the aphorism: “Les archives du bibliothèque nationale de France”. The best historical,
composite literary example of the sequence is Benjamin (1928). In translation studies, the
sequence for Roman Jakobson is (1) transmutation, (2) transformation, (3) transliteration,
and (4) translation (Holenstein, 1974, p. 159; for such a four stage philological/linguistic
example, see Peirce, 2019-2020, pp. 194-200).
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